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In [3], Wada investigated gro.up invariants o.f links derived from rep-
resentations of the n-string braid gro.up B to the automorphism group
Aut (F) of the ree group F o.f rank n. He classified "shift type repre-
sentations" through computer experiment, and interpreted the group in-
variants of links derived from these representations in terms of the link
groups with o.ne exception. The exceptional representation " BAut(F)
is given as follows (see [3, 5]).

xr() ii+l
( 1 )

xr() x (]i, i+1).
Here {a, ..., a_} is the standard generator system of B, and {x,, ..., x}
is a free basis of F. Wada’s group invariant Gr(L) of a link L associated
with is defined as follows: Let b be an element of B such that the closed
braid obtained from b is isotopic to L. Then,
(2) Gr(L)=(x, ...,x]x(b)=x (lin)}.
The purpose of this note is to prove the ollo.wing theorem, which answers
the question of Wada in [3, 5].

Theorem. Gr(L)Z.(X(L)), where X(L) is the 2-fold covering of
S branched over L.

Proof of theorem. Let B+ be the (n+l)-string braid group, and let

a (0i<n--1) be the element of B+ as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1

We sometimes consider B as the subgroup of B+ generated by {,. ,_}.
Let F+=(Xo, x, ..., x} be the ree group of rank n+l, and let " B+Aut(F+J be the representation defined by (1). Put a=x_x e F+ (1i
n). Then {x0, a, ..., a} is a 2ree basis of F+, and or each e B (1
in--1), we have Xo(aJ=Xo, and

a(a)=aa+,

a(a) a (]i, i+2).
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Let L’ be the (n+l)-string closed braid obtained rom b e BcB,/,.
the subgroups (x0} and (a,..., a} are ’(b)-invariant, we have

G(L’) (Xo, x, ..., x, x(b)--x (0<_i_<n)}
(Xo * (al, ..., anlar(b)--a, (l_i_n).

Similarly, we see

Hence we have
(4)

Since

G(L’)- <xo> Gr(L).

Gr(L)-<al, ..., a, [ar(b)=a (1 <_i<_n)>.
On the other hand, since L’ is the split sum of L and a trivial knot, we see
( 5 ) ::(2(L’))Z (27(L)).
In the following, we prove that u,(2:(L’)) is isomorphic to Gr(L). Let
(C)(L’) be the -orbifold group of L’; that is, the quotient group of (S--L’)
by the normal subgroup generated by the squares of the meridians of L’
(cf. [2]). Then (C)(L’) is a split extension of Z by (X(L’)). Let G+=
<Xo, X, ...,x=lx=l (0<_i_n)}, and let p" B+-Aut(G=+) be the repre-
sentation obtained by deducting the Artin representation (see [1, p. 25],
[3, 1]); that is,

(Here each generator a is taken to be the inverse of that in [1].) Since the
link group is obtained from the Artin representation, the u-orbifold group
is given by

((L’)-G,+ /<xp(b)=x (0_i_n)>.
Put a=xt_x e Gn+i (l_i_n), and let r be the automorphism of the free
subgroup <al,..., an> defined by

a=(a,...a_3a,(a... a
Then we see

G+ <x0, a., ..., .a= x=l, XoaXo=a,v (1 <_i<_n)>.
Since Xop(b)=xo and <al,..., a= is p(b)-invariant, we have

((L’) <x0, a, ..., an x=l, XoaXo=ar, a(b)=a (l<_i<_n)>.
For each at e B= (l<_i<_n), we see the restriction of p(a) to the free sub-
group <a,..., a=> is equal to the restriction of ’(a)to the subgroup <a,
.., a= given by (3). Now, let H(L’) be the group defined by

H(L’) <a., ..., a ap(b)=a (l<i<_n)>.
Then H(L’) is isomorphic to Gr(L) by (4). Further, induces an automor-
phism of H(L’), since p(b)r=rp(b). Hence H(L’) is naturally isomorphic to
the normal subgroup (C)(L’) of index 2, and therefore G(L)H(L’)
(27(L’)). This completes the proof by (5).
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